TRADEMARK
SERVICES

rockridgelaw.com

Trademark Packages

During your onboarding, an RVL
attorney will work with you to
develop a trademark protection
strategy that adequately protects
your brand. Unlike many other
firms, we value transparency and
client control, thus we offer many
flat-rate services that put you in
the driver’s seat for choosing how
and at what cost to optimize your
trademark portfolio.

Strategic Trademark Planning Session

$500

An RVL attorney will review your branding and messaging goals and
marketing activities within the context of trademark law. Often times visual
marks such as logos are protectable under both copyright and trademark
law, and both areas will be analyzed and discussed. General points of law
and processes will be explained, and filing, protection and use strategies
will be identified.
As a newly established client, you will have access to our private education
series and will receive a welcome gift from RVL.

State Trademark Filing
Unlike patents and copyrights, trademarks are protectable under both
federal and state law. Often times our clients will file parallel applications
since state marks issue much, much faster than federal marks. In some cases,
state registration is an optimal strategy over federal registration.

U.S. Trademark Filing
Federal trademarks are categorized by the Patent and Trademark Office
(“PTO”) according to class groupings of goods and services. We will work
with you to identify appropriate subclass designations. We will also work
together to identify the best “specimens” - that is, the best evidence of your
trademark(s) in use in the stream of commerce.

Prosecution
“Prosecution” is the term that is used for the back-and-forth process of
negotiation between your attorney and the PTO examiner. For instance, if the
examiner rejects your trademark application on the basis of confusion with
other similar marks, we will need to analyze the examiner’s rejection and
form an argument in response. Occasionally, even if the examiner approves
a trademark file and gives the green light for publication, a third party may
file a challenge to the application known as an “opposition.” Upon receipt
of either a rejection or opposition, we will review the merits and advise you
accordingly before proceeding with any particular action.
Applications that have undergone proper clearance searches prior to filing
often avoid prosecution, which frequently results when filing “blind”.

$100

per application
+ filing fees

$300

per application
+ filing fees

$800-1200
Hourly

*as necessary

Notice Review and Recording

$50

per notice

The PTO issues periodic notices to your attorney tied to specific stages of
prosecution (e.g. Notice of Publication, Notice of Allowance, Registration).
We will record the notices in our docketing system and provide status
updates for a flat-rate administrative fee.

Clearance Search

$800

A clearance search can help identify hurdles to registration, and mitigate
risks that you might face after trademark application filing. We utilize a
third-party search agency to report exact and partially-exact matches of
your conceptualized trademark to common law (unregistered) company
and app trademarks, and registered trademarks within the PTO and other
international databases. An RVL attorney will review the search results with
you and advise on responsive trademark strategies.

Enhanced Clearance Search
We offer an enhanced, comprehensive search in which we identify not only
problematic federal trademarks, but also state registered trademarks and
common law marks. This is important because trademark law is the law of
confusion, i.e. applications may be refused registration and marks may be
accused of infringement if they are similar enough to other marks to cause
confusion as to source identification and/or business association between
mark holders. Thus, your conceptualized trademark may be prevented from
reaching registration, or subject to third-party challenges, if it is confusingly
similar (one-letter or one-word differences, rhyming syllables, use of
synonyms, etc.) to other marks.
For this search, we utilize a third-party search agency that applies artificial
intelligence across the PTO, other international databases, web domains,
social media, the web, and common law data to report confusingly similar
matches of your conceptualized trademark. We also conduct a manual
verification search across these sources to ensure the thoroughness of the
report. We then analyze the reports, further investigating registered
prosecution files and business databases, and provide a comprehensive
opinion on freedom to operate.

$1750

Trademark Maintenance
and Monitoring Program*
Once you have obtained a registered trademark, you will need to (1)
maintain the mark and (2) monitor the mark.
Maintenance
Unlike patents and copyrights, trademark rights can last indefinitely. However, in
order to preserve those rights, your trademark registration requires periodic
maintenance in the form of renewals and proof of commercial use.
Maintenance of U.S. marks is required five (5) years after trademark
registration, and then every ten (10) years. Under our maintenance
program, we will (a) keep your marks docketed to observe renewal dates,
(b) maintain power of attorney in case your registered marks are challenged
by third parties, and (c) promptly support your desire for any demand letters
and takedown submissions.
Monitoring
Trademarks are self-policing, meaning that you are responsible for detecting
the filing of similar trademark applications and infringing trademark use.
Monitoring your trademarks and competitors’ activities on a regular basis
will preserve your trademark assertion rights and help keep competitors from
exploiting your marks, e.g. through the keyword use of Google AdWords.
In monitoring your marks, we will receive a report of all potential threats on
a monthly, quarterly, bi-annual, or annual basis , keeping you updated on
potential infringing uses and allowing you the ability to react in advance of
any new market developments.
*Failure to participate in the Trademark Maintenance and Monitoring Program
will result in our withdrawal of representation following the registration of
your trademark(s). Upon withdrawal, you will be responsible for maintaining your trademark registration(s). You will receive no notice from our
office of any upcoming maintenance fees; failing to pay these government
fees prior to the deadline will result in your trademark registration being
abandoned and the loss of all registration rights. You may re-engage us to
provide these services at any time.

$50

per report
$100/yr
maintenance

International Trademark Filing
The World Intellectual Property Organization serves as a mediator between
U.S. and foreign registration. If your company is scaling internationally, it’s
important to protect your intellectual property assets globally.

Hourly Billing Rates: Tiered
We use a tiered fee schedule for work depending upon who is performing
the work and relative level of complication. This increases transparency
and reduces the potential for inflated billing practices. All cancellation and
opposition proceedings will be billed on an hourly basis.
Rockridge Venture Law® is an intellectual property and technology firm,
representing unbridled innovators and disruptive technologies around the
world. We’re also proudly a B Corp Best for the World honoree, recognized
for community impact through giving and service. We’re Building Today’s
Companies for Tomorrow’s Economies®, at www.rockridgelaw.com.

$750

per application
+ filing fees

$200-400/hr

